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Course Description and Goals 

The course is designed to assist students in writing their Final Project and preparing them for their project                  

defence. Students will study the conventions of academic writing and submit the final drafts of their research                 

papers by the end of the course. The course will also focus on a set of core speaking skills necessary for                     

describing the key aspects of students’ research work in the form of a formal presentation and defending it in                   

front of a panel of experts. 

Learning Outcomes 

After successfully completing this course, students will be able to: 

1. Identify the main stylistic features pertaining to academic papers;

2. Structure their Final Projects according to the conventions of the academia;

3. Use a wide range of academic vocabulary and grammar structures for writing scholarly texts;

4. Articulate the main aspects of their research in the form of an academic presentation;

5. Use a set of effective rhetorical strategies for maintaining the audience’s attention and answering             

questions from the defence panel.

Course Schedule 

Date Topic Seminars Writing 
Tutorials 

Independent  
Study 

Week 1 
(April) 

1. Academic style and  Rhetorical Functions. 2 2 

2. Constructing a Final Project: Project Brief 2 4 

3. Constructing a Final Project: Project Brief 2 2 

Week 2 
 (April) 

4. Constructing a Final Project: Introduction 2 6 

5. Constructing a Final Project: Literature Review 2 4 

6. Constructing a Final Project: Literature Review 2 4 

7. Constructing a Final Project: Research Design and Methods 2 6 

8. Constructing a Final Project: Research Design and Methods 2 4 
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9. Constructing a Final Project: Results, Conclusion, Abstract 2 2 

10. Constructing a Final Project: Project Proposal 2 4 

Week 3 
(May) 

11. Individual Writing Tutorials: First Draft Review 2 14 

12. Individual Writing Tutorials: First Draft Review 2 

13. Individual Writing Tutorials: First Draft Review 2 

Week 4 
(May) 

14. Individual Writing Tutorials: Final Draft Review 2 18 

15. Individual Writing Tutorials: Final Draft Review 2 

16. Individual Writing Tutorials: Final Draft Review 2 

Week 5 
(May) 

17. Preparing a Final Draft Presentation: Introduction, Main
Body, Transitions, Describing Visuals

2 2 

18. Preparing a Final Project Presentation: Discussing Results,
Conclusion, Handling Questions

2 2 

19. Preparing a Final Project Presentation: Effective Rhetorical
Strategies

2 2 

20. Preparing a Final Project Presentation: Three Minute Thesis
Presentations

2 

Total academic hours (40 min.): 28 12 76 

Content 

Session/Topic Content 
Formative and 

Summative 
Assessment 

Coursebooks 

1. Important
Characteristics of
Academic Writing.
Academic style and
Rhetorical Functions

Audience, Purpose, Organisation, 
Style, Flow, Presentation. 
Vocabulary Shift, Formal Grammar 
Style, Hedging, Cohesion, Rhetorical 
Functions 

- Swales, pp.7-43 

Hewings, pp.106, 
107 

2. Constructing a
Final Project: Project
Brief

Showing the importance of the 
problem/project.  

Providing background information 
on the problem/project. 

- Swales, pp.83-111 

Dugartsyrenova, 
pp. 11-55, 153-169 
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Clarifying definitions. 

Giving a brief review of previous 
studies/projects. 

Identifying gaps and limitations in 
previous projects/studies; indicating 
a problem in the real world; 
identifying opportunities for 
implementing the project. 

Explaining how the project/study 
will fill a gap, overcome  limitations, 
or solve the problem. 

3. Constructing a
Final Project: Project
Brief

Stating the purposes of the research 
study and the project. 

Providing a list of specific research 
questions or hypotheses. 

Presenting methodology (research 
design, parties involved, site 
description). 

Stating expected results/project 
deliverables. 

Problem Statement 
Assignment 

Swales, pp.83-111 

Dugartsyrenova, 
pp. 11-55, 153-169 

4. Constructing a
Final Project:
Introduction

Showing the importance of the 
research study.  

Providing background information 
on the research study. 

Clarifying definitions. 

Reviewing previous research. 

Indicating a research gap. 

Presenting justification for the 
research study. 

Stating the purposes of the research 
study. 

Stating specific research questions or 
hypotheses. 

Introduction 
Assignment 

Dugartsyrenova, 
pp. 11-55, 153-169 
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Presenting research design and 
methods . 
 
Stating expected results 

5. Constructing a 
Final Project: 
Literature Review 

Identifying the research area and 
topic of investigation. 
 
Providing background information 
on the topic. 
 
Clarifying definitions. 
 
Indicate gaps in previous research. 
 
Providing a justification for the 
present study. 
 
Restating the study’s purpose and 
research questions. 
 
Stating the status hypothesis. 

- Swales, pp.251-263 
 
Dugartsyrenova, 
pp. 56-103, 
169-174 
 
Hewings UI, 
pp.47-51 
 
Hewings A, pp.23, 
168, 169 
 
 
 

6. Constructing a 
Final Project: 
Literature Review 

Providing a detailed review of 
studies.  
 
Using the author-date and endnote 
referencing systems. 
 
Using integral and non integral 
references.  
 
As-clauses for referring to the work 
of others.  
 
Three patterns for using reporting 
verbs. 
 
Cite Them Right! (Academic 
referencing game) 

Literature Review 
Assignment 

Swales, pp.251-263 
 
Dugartsyrenova, 
pp. 56-103, 
169-174 
 
Hewings UI, 
pp.47-51 
 
Hewings A, pp.23, 
168, 169 

7.  Constructing a 
Final Project: 
Research Design and 
Methods 

Presenting research design 
 
Describing the setting 
Introducing the sample and selection 
criteria 
 
Describing materials and specific 

- Dugartsyrenova, 
pp.104-136, 
175-182 
 
Hewings A, 
pp.105-107 
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equipment 

Discussing and justifying data 
collection methods 

Discussing and justifying data 
collection procedures 

Introducing key variables 

Swales, pp.224-231 

8. Constructing a
Final Project:
Research Design and
Methods

Discussing and justifying data 
analysis methods 

Discussing and justifying data 
analysis procedures 

Discussing the scope of the study 

Discussing limitations 

Research Design 
and Methods 
Assignment 

Dugartsyrenova, 
pp.104-136, 
175-182

Hewings A, 
pp.105-107 

Swales, pp.224-231 

9. Constructing a
Final Project: Results,
Conclusion, Abstract Writing Abstracts: Giving 

background information, identifying 
a research gap, Listing the purposes 
of your study, Describing research 
methods, data collection and analysis 
procedures, Reporting  results, 
Suggesting theoretical and practical 
implications.  

Academic Writing Game: Writing 
Abstracts 

Results and 
Conclusion 
Assignment 

Dugartsyrenova, 
pp.137-144, 
147-149, 183-186

Swales, 
pp.132-141, 
268-277

Hewings A, 
pp.145-147 

10. Constructing a
Final Project: Project
Proposal

Providing an executive summary of 
the project (background, objectives, 
stakeholders, deliverables) 

Highlighting the problem and place 
it within the context of the project 

Providing a detailed description of a 
series of activities aimed at solving 
the problem 

Illustrating the solutions with visuals 
(maps, models, tables, figures) 
Give policy recommendations 

Project Proposal 
Handout 
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Pointing out the limitations of the 
project 

Indicating paths for future research 
and projects 

Concluding with a logical summary 

11-13. Individual
Writing Tutorials:
First Draft Review

The tutor provides useful feedback     
for improving the content, structure,     
language means and mechanical    
accuracy of students’ draft papers by      
commenting on their work and using      
scoring instruments (Final Project    
Assessment Rubric) and feedback    
forms (Writing Tutorial Feedback    
Form). 
Students are expected to participate     
actively by asking and answering     
questions, reflecting on their texts,     
making connections between the    
tutorial and the course, and taking      
thorough notes of the tutor’s     
comments. 

- - 

14-16. Individual
Writing Tutorials:
Final Draft Review

The tutor provides useful feedback     
for improving the content, structure,     
language means and mechanical    
accuracy of students’ final papers by      
commenting on their work and using      
scoring instruments (Final Project    
Assessment Rubric) and feedback    
forms (Writing Tutorial Feedback    
Form). 

Final Project - 

17. Preparing a Final
Draft Presentation:
Introduction, Main
Body, Transitions,
Describing Visuals

Features of Research Presentations. 

The move structure of research 
presentations (Orientation, Rationale, 
Framework, Methods, Results, 
Implication, Termination).  

Signposting Language. 

Useful language for emphasizing a 

- Powell, pp. 10-13 
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point, giving examples, referring 
backwards/forwards, etc.) 

18. Preparing a Final
Project Presentation:
Discussing Results,
Conclusion, Handling
Questions

Defending arguments using 
justifying and evaluation language. 

Anticipating questions from the 
audience.  

Effective strategies for dealing with 
different types of questions 
(checking understanding of the 
question, commenting on the 
question, avoiding answering the 
question, answering the question, 
checking you have given a 
satisfactory answer, inviting next 
questions).  

D8 system for handling questions. 

- Powell, pp.46-49 

Hewings A, pp. 
115, 116 

Potential Questions 
Handout 

19. Preparing a Final
Project Presentation:
Effective Rhetorical
Strategies

Effective impact techniques for 
capturing and maintaining the 
audience’s attention (rhetorical 
questions, contrasts and opposites, 
repetitions, the rule of three, similes, 
metaphors, storytelling, rapport 
building techniques, use of personal 
pronouns) 

- Powell, 
pp.30,31,34,35 

TED Talks (Urban 
Planning) 

20. Preparing a Final
Project Presentation:
Three Minute Thesis
Presentations

Students deliver their three minute 
thesis presentations and practise 
using effective strategies for 
answering different types of 
questions. 

Three Minute 
Thesis Presentation 

Model 
Presentation:  
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=mv
yEOCAqOpY 

3MT Competitor 
Guide 

Grading System 

The course grade is based on both formative and summative assessment. The grade for the exam (Final                 
Project Paper and Three Minute Thesis Presentation) together with a cumulative grade represent a final               
grade for the course. The final grade G for the whole course is calculated as follows: 

G = 0.6 · (C) + 0.4 · (E), (1) 
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where C is a cumulative grade for all formative assessment assignments, and E is a grade for summative                  
assessment. 

Grade G is rounded (up or down) to an integer number of points. C and E are also rounded in (1). The                      
conversion of rounded 10-point scale grades to 5-point scale ones is performed according to Table 1. 

Table 1. Correspondence of ten-point to five-point marks 

Ten-point scale [10] Five-point scale [5] 

1 — fail 
2 — fail 
3 — fail 

Unsatisfactory — 2 

4 — satisfactory 
5 — satisfactory 

Satisfactory — 3 

6 — good 
7 — good 

Good — 4 

8 — excellent 
9 — excellent 
10 — excellent 

Excellent — 5 

A cumulative grade is computed by the following formula: 

C= 0.1 · PS + 0.1· IN + 0.1 · LR + 0.2· RD + 0.2 · RC + 0.3 WT, (2) 
where PS, IN, LR, RD, RC, WT are grades for the Problem Statement Assignment, the Introduction 
Assignment, the Literature Review Assignment, the Research Design and Methods Assignment, the Results 
and Conclusion Assignment, and Writing Tutorials respectively. 

A summative assessment grade E is computed as follows: 

E = 0.5· FP + 0.5 · 3MT, (3) 
where 3MT and FP are grades for the Final Project Paper (See Appendix 1) and the Three Minute Thesis 
Presentation (See Appendix 2). 

Course Policies 

Assignments Submission 

All papers and assignments in the class must be typed and submitted online and on paper when indicated. 
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Attendance 

Regular attendance of class sessions and writing tutorials is necessary to successfully complete this course. 

Late Assignment Policy 

Students are expected to complete assignments by the deadline. If a student is missing from class on the date 
an assignment is due, every attempt should be made to turn in the assignment early. Late assignments will be 
accepted during the following class period with a 3 point deduction. Students turning in late assignments are 
required to indicate the late penalty at the top of the first page of their assignment (e.g. late penalty - 3 
points). 

Methods of Instruction 

Seminars 

At seminars the course instructor makes presentations of new content. After that, students consolidate their               
knowledge and develop their academic writing and speaking skills with the help of a set of individual, pair                  
or group tasks. 

In academic writing classes, students are expected to write short preliminary texts related to their final                
projects. Evaluation occurs in the classroom or using interactive feedback tools (Google documents             
comments). 

Writing Tutorials 

To engage more deeply with their work, its rhetorical goals and strategies, appointment-based writing              
tutorials are held on a one-on-one basis and involve reading and discussing students’ draft papers and final                 
texts. The tutor provides useful feedback for improving the content, structure, language means and              
mechanical accuracy of students’ papers by commenting on their work and using scoring instruments (Final               
Project Assessment Rubric) and feedback forms (Writing Tutorial Feedback Form). 
Students are expected to participate actively in tutoring sessions by asking and answering questions,              
discussing different perspectives, reflecting on their texts, making connections between the tutorial and the              
course, and taking thorough notes of the tutor’s recommendations. 

Tutorials add value to the course and their attendance should not be considered as an alternative to attending                  
classes. Students’ participation in writing tutorials is part of the accumulated grade and is assessed               
according to 3 criteria: preparation, active participation, feedback integration. 
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Students are expected to participate actively in tutoring sessions by asking and answering questions,              
discussing different perspectives, reflecting on their texts, taking thorough notes of the tutor’s             
recommendations. Students are also expected to incorporate the tutor’s recommendations into their final             
texts by making revisions to parts of them. 

Students should bring paper or hard copies of their texts and pens or pencils to tutoring sessions. 

Equipment and Software Support 

The course requires the use of a multimedia projector and computer speakers. Students are expected to have                 
portable electronic devices (laptops, mobile phones, etc.) with access to the Internet at every session. 

Required and Suggested Readings  

Required Readings  (Academic Writing) 

1. Dugartsyrenova, V.A. (2017). A student’s guide to writing research proposals in the social sciences.

[Rukovodstvo po napisaniyu proyektov nauchnogo issledovaniya na angliyskom yazyke (dlya sotsial'nykh

distsiplin)] Moscow: URSS.

2. Hewings, M., & McCarthy, M. (2012). Cambridge Academic English: An integrated Skills Course for

EAP: Student's book : Upper Intermediate. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

3. Hewings, M., & Thaine, C. (2012). Cambridge Academic English: An Integrated Skills Course for EAP :

Student's book : Advanced. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

4. Swales, J. M., & Feak, C. B. (2009). Academic writing for graduate students: Essential tasks and skills.

Ann Arbor, Mich: University of Michigan Press.

Suggested Readings (Academic Writing) 

1. Roberts, C. (2010). The dissertation journey: A practical and comprehensive guide to planning, writing,

and defending your dissertation. Thousand Oaks, Calif: Corwin Press.

2. Oxford Learner’s Dictionary of Academic English (OLDAE)

3. Articles from leading peer-reviewed journals on the subject of urban planning

Required Readings  (Academic Presentations) 
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Powell, M. (2010). Dynamic Presentations Student's Book with Audio CDs. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 

Suggested Readings  (Academic Presentations) 

Carter, M. (2013). Designing Science Presentations: A Visual Guide to Figures, Papers, Slides, Posters, and 
More. Amsterdam: Elsevier/Academic Press. 

Burton, G. (2013). Presenting: Deliver Presentations with Confidence. London: Collins EAP. 

Dummett, P., Stephenson, H., & Lansford, L. (2017). Keynote Proficient: Student's Book with DVD-ROM 
and MyELT Online Workbook. Andover: National Geographic Learning. 

Morgan, S., & Whitener, B. (2006). Speaking about Science: A Manual for Creating Clear Presentations. 
New York: Cambridge University Press. 

Powell, M. (2011). Presenting in English: How to Give Successful Presentations. Heinle ELT. 

Reinhart, S. M. (2016). Giving Academic Presentations. Ann Arbor, MI: The University of Michigan Press. 

Wallwork, A. (2016). English for Presentations at International Conferences. New York (N.Y.): Springer. 

Other Resources for Further Study (Academic Presentations) 

TED Talks. Retrieved April 12, 2019, from https://www.ted.com/talks?topics[]=urban planning 

Online Resources 

1. Corpus of Contemporary American English (for checking typical academic phrases)

2. Hyper Collocation (for checking typical academic phrases)

3. Longman Dictionary Online

4. Ludwig Guru (for checking typical academic phrases)

5. Manchester Academic Phrasebank (an online bank of useful language for writing academic texts)

6. Multitran Dictionary Online (general and technical vocabulary)

7. ProQuest Dissertations & Theses (examples of master theses)
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Appendix 1. Final Project Assessment Rubric  
 

Criteria Task Fullment & 
organisation  

Coherence & 
Cohesion 

Grammatical 
resource  

Lexical resource 

10-8 

- Task addressed 
comprehensively 
- Thorough 
understanding & use of 
ideas from 
texts using appropriate 
referencing conventions 
- Clear & sophisticated 
stance 
- Effective organisation 
to support stance 

- Effective use of 
relevant rhetorical 
functions 
- Sophisticated 
argument/line of 
logic 
- Consistent use of 
appropriate cohesive 
devices 
 

- Effective use of 
appropriate 
features produces a 
sophisticated sense 
of academic style 
- Errors do not 
affect meaning 
- Syntactic 
structures produced 
by the writer & 
rarely taken from 
source texts 

- Effective use of 
appropriate general 
academic & task 
specic lexical 
items 
- Errors in word 
form & usage do 
not affect meaning 
- Vocabulary items 
transformed from 
source texts 
where possible 
 

7 

- Task addressed fully 
- Clear understanding & 
use of ideas from texts 
using appropriate 
referencing conventions 
- Clear stance with a 
degree of sophistication 
- Appropriate 
organisation to support 
stance 

- Appropriate use of 
rhetorical functions 
- Clear argument/line 
of logic with a degree 
of sophistication 
- Appropriate use of 
cohesive devices with 
minor inconsistencies 
 

- Use of 
appropriate 
features produces a 
clear sense of 
academic style 
- Errors 
occasionally affect 
meaning 
- Most syntactic 
structures produced 
by the 
writer & not often 
taken from source 
texts 

- Use of 
appropriate general 
academic 
& task specic 
lexical items 
- Errors in word 
form & usage 
occasionally affect 
meaning 
- Most vocabulary 
items transformed 
from source texts 
where possible 
 

6 

- Task addressed 
- Adequate understanding 
& use of ideas from texts 
using appropriate 
referencing 
conventions 
- Clear stance 
- Adequate organisation 
to support stance 
 

- Adequate use of 
rhetorical functions 
- Clear argument/line 
of logic with 
occasional 
breakdowns 
- Adequate use of 
appropriate cohesive 
devices with minor 
inconsistencies 
 

- Adequate use of 
appropriate 
features produces a 
sense of academic 
style 
- Errors 
occasionally affect 
meaning 
- Some syntactic 
structures produced 
by the writer & 
some are taken 
from source texts 

- Adequate use of 
appropriate general 
academic & task 
specic lexical 
items 
- Errors in word 
form & usage 
occasionally affect 
meaning 
- Some vocabulary 
items transformed 
from source texts 
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5 

- Task addressed but 
could be developed 
further 
- Acceptable but 
inconsistent 
understanding 
& use of ideas from texts 
& acceptable but 
inconsistent use of the 
appropriate referencing 
conventions 
- Evidence of simple 
stance 
- Acceptable but 
inconsistent organisation 
to 
support stance 

- Acceptable but 
inconsistent use of 
rhetorical functions 
- Argument/line of 
logic can be followed 
but with 
breakdowns/inconsist
-encies 
- Acceptable but 
inconsistent use of 
cohesive devices 
 

- Acceptable but 
inconsistent use of 
appropriate 
features produces 
an intermittent 
sense of academic 
style 
- Errors are not 
systematic & 
meaning is 
discernible 
- Syntactic 
structures taken 
from source 
texts but some 
transformation is 
attempted 

- Acceptable but 
inconsistent use of 
appropriate general 
academic & task 
specic lexical 
items 
- Errors in word 
form & usage are 
not systematic & 
meaning is 
discernible 
- Vocabulary items 
taken from source 
text but some 
transformation is 
attempted 
 

4 

- Task is either only 
partially addressed or has 
been misinterpreted 
- Partial understanding & 
use of ideas from text 
which lacks clarity or 
depth & limited 
understanding of 
referencing conventions 
- Indication of basic 
stance though lacks 
clarity 
- Organisation is mostly 
inappropriate or illogical 

- Partial and/or 
inappropriate use of 
rhetorical functions 
- Development of 
argument/line of 
logic can be 
discerned but 
requires effort from 
the reader 
- Use of cohesive 
devices is mostly 
inappropriate 
 

- Inappropriate 
features produce 
only an occasional 
sense of academic 
style 
- Errors frequently 
impede meaning 
- Syntactic 
structures taken 
from source texts 
with limited 
attempts at 
transformation 
 

- Partial and/or 
inappropriate use 
of both general 
academic & task 
specic lexical 
items 
- Errors in word 
form & usage 
frequently impede 
meaning 
- Vocabulary items 
taken from source 
texts with limited 
attempts at 
transformation 

3-1 

- Attempt at task is 
generally unsuccessful 
- Severely limited 
understanding/use of 
ideas from texts & 
referencing conventions 
- No evidence of stance 
- Severely limited 
organisation 

- Severely limited use 
of rhetorical 
functions 
- Development of 
argument/line of 
logic difcult or 
impossible to discern 
- Severely limited use 
of cohesive devices 
 

- Inappropriate 
features produce a 
mostly 
non-academic style 
- Errors are 
intrusive & 
consistently 
impede meaning 
- Syntactic 
structures taken 
from source 
texts without 
sufcient attempt 
at transformation 
 

- Severely limited 
and/or 
inappropriate 
use of both general 
academic & task 
specic lexical 
items 
- Errors in word 
form & usage are 
intrusive & 
consistently 
impede meaning 
- Vocabulary items 
taken from source 
texts without 
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sufcient attempt 
at transformation 

0 Paper has the unacceptable percentage (> 20%) of plagiarized text. 

 
 

Appendix 2 . Final Project Presentation Assessment Rubric  
 

Criteria 2 1 0 

Content 

Project/research topic, 
research significance, 
results/deliverables and 
outcomes are communicated 
appropriately to audience.  
 
Topic is explored in sufficient 
depth.  

Content is mostly 
appropriate and 
relevant. 

Content is not always 
related to the topic and 
there is superficial or 
little development of 
ideas. 

Organisation 

Strong introduction with clear 
outline.  
 
Logical ordering of main 
points.  
 
Effective conclusion. 

Generally there is a 
logical ordering of main 
ideas.  
 
Introduction/conclusion 
are linked with main 
points. However, it may 
be difficult to follow 
some parts of 
presentation. 

Lack of any apparent 
organization makes it 
difficult to follow 
presentation. 

Language 

Clear evidence of ability to 
express complex ideas, using 
a wide range of appropriate 
vocabulary.  
 
Cohesive devices, where 
used, contribute to fluency.  
 
High degree of grammatical 
accuracy. 

Some ability to express 
complex ideas, although 
not consistently.  
 
Reasonable use of range 
of vocabulary and 
structures.  
 
Cohesive devices, where 
used, contribute to 
fluency, but are 
sometimes misapplied. 

Very limited range of 
vocabulary and 
grammar means ideas 
are expressed with 
difficulty.  
 
Presentation is often 
repetitive, due to 
insufficient control of 
language. 

Delivery 
Pronunciation hardly 
interferes with 
comprehension.  

Pronunciation of 
individual would 
occasionally interferes 

Pronunciation and 
intonation frequently 
impede comprehension.  
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Volume and speed are 
appropriate.  
 
Rhythm and intonation are 
varied and appropriate.  
 
Good eye contact. 

with comprehension.  
Volume and speed are 
adequate.  
 
Rhythm and intonation 
generally appropriate.  
 
Eye contacts may be 
limited. 

 
Volume speed may be 
inadequate.  
 
There is little or no eye 
contact.  
 
 

Impact 

Wide range of effective 
rhetorical strategies is used to 
capture and maintain 
audience's attention.  
 
Presenter conveys enthusiasm 
for their research.  
 
Clear, legible and concise 
slides enhance presentation. 

Limited range of 
rhetorical strategies is 
used to capture and 
maintain audience's 
attention.  
 
Presenter  attempts to 
convey enthusiasm for 
their research.  
 
Slides add some impact 
to presentation. 

Rhetorical strategies are 
used ineffectively 
and/or superficially.  
 
Presenter fails to 
demonstrate enthusiasm 
for their research. 
 
Slides distract 
audience’s attention 
from the content of 
presentation. 
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